
 

ABSTRACT 
 
    The ' Long Stay ' is the travel concept of emerging recently, it is different from 
immigration and travelling for a long time, the activity that engaged in spending 
holidays 1-3 months abroad, it is its main intension to incorporate the local living 
environment. Include such consumers from all parts of the world as Europe , U.S.A. 
and Japan ,etc. at present ,all regarded long stay as their primary choice of amusement 
and holidays and opening up the brand-new life goal. The recreation farm in Taiwan is 
always called with peculiar abundant ecological resource and peaceful natural 
environment, attract huge visiting crowd, create the profit of 4,500 million NT dollars 
in annual output even more. Recently, the council of agriculture, executive organ has 
focused on the potentiality of the long stay market, coached the recreation farm 
industry actively since 2004 treats the market with travelling, to the retired population 
at the venerable age of 7 million of baby boom after the WarⅡ in Japan , introduce 
all kinds of travel journeys and supplementary measures. This research except that the 
retiree is a potential market of long stay in Japan and other places , the local aged of 
Taiwan also has sufficient motive and potentiality. Expand the long stay market of 
recreation farm in Taiwan, it not only can solve the guest counts problem that rises 
and falls on vacation of the recreation farm, but also open its new life journey again 
for the aged. 
 
    This research defines ' long stay customer ' as aged consumer who participate in 
long stay, and stay in scenic spot for 1-3 months. Probe into people's different life 
type at advanced age , according to different life type as the market segmentation 
foundation, segment the people at advanced age and assign living type consumption 
colony once with each other different attitude. In addition, examine different potential 
advanced age group of living type in demographic parameter, travel behavior , 
attitude toward long stay and products preference, find out better potential guest 
group to long stay, design the products that close to the market demand, help improve 
the shortcoming of the original products, improve consumption will of potential guest. 
 
    This research regards 55 advanced age people over market in Taipei as study 
sample, in 12 administrative areas of market in Taipei , select the place which 
advanced age people gather to implement convenience sampling , each place send out 
25 questionnaire respectively , receive sample 300 people originally, retrieve 291 
questionnaires, among them the effective questionnaire is 273, effective rate is up to 
91%, grants questionnaire time from the February 27 to March 17. This research 



 

analyses with the factor first that extracts people's living type and products preference 
at advanced age, simplify the follow-up analysis structure. Separate different potential 
advanced age serving group of living type with cluster analytic approach; finally to 
assay population at advanced age separating in the living type in ' the demographic 
parameter ', characteristic difference that in ' the travel behavior ' , ' the attitude to 
long stay ' , such parameters as ' the products preference ' by Chi-Square Test ,analysis 
of variance and Scheffe multiple comparison, confirm the range of potential long stay 
customer at advanced age, plan the development policy of the market.  
 
    This research regards living type as the foundation of segmentation, separate the 
people at advanced age to assign ' the prudent group of independence ', ' traditional for 
family group ', ' extrovert for fashion group ', ' keep in good health group naturally 
',etc. In ' the demographic parameter ',' the travel behavior ', ' the attitude to long stay' 
and such parameters as ' the products preference ', four groups show different 
characteristics. This research sums up every cluster consumer's characteristic 
difference according to the analysis result, plan marketing tactics in' products ', 'price', 
' place', ' promotion ', in order to expand the market of long stay in Taiwan.  
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